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This report desctibes briefly some .of the main findings that
have.come%out:of-a program of research at The Johns Hopkins University
on-htiman factors in telecommunications and teleconferencing syste5s.
It has always been my policy to publish our resrch findings in the
open periodical literature so that they are readily and freely availabli
through ordinary library facilities to all interested persons. For that
reason, it would be redundant to give in- this report'a complete summary
of all that have come out of my research prOgram. One,

important function of this report is, .rather, to provide 'a complete
bibliography of allthe studies we have published so far'as a convenience
for those readers who are.interested in this area c:). research.'

A research program in any established laboratory is a continuous
process that:cannot be'segmenteli into independent and'autonomous
Noi can individual research studies always be'terminated to correspond
exactly to administrative,.or budgetary time units. Although the pro74..
granrof fesearch at Johns Hopkins has gradually shifted emphases
throughout its existence, it-is, nonetheless, a continuous process.

,

The findings summarized in this report are for those projects that have
been' completed, and 'that have been published in the Open literature on
the termination date of:, this research grant - -30. NOirember 1976. This

_n

report does not cov -research studies in various stages of completion',
or reports in various tages of .publ Lion, on that termination date.
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.
This research program edhas'produan extremely rich series of

findings that'could not coverd'in a report such as this one. ,
Detailssof findings are a able in the ,published literature. 'Rather,
this report extracts some of the most interesting findings-of the several
s01441es referied to here, and integrates those findings into a series

,y*OVhir4ader generalizations.
ti, 4-:-425 ,-

, In discussing the.findihgs of the Hopkimg research program, I de)
not mean to suggest that it is the only-one that has been.concerned
with these problems. A great deal of very goodiwaik on person-to-person
communication, and on human factors in'telecOmmunihations,has been
done in Other laboratories. l'rominent,,a*ng them are-the Communications,
Studies Group at University College. Landon,, BeIl Laboratbries in the
United States, Carleton University in Canada, and -Bell Northern Regearch
in Canada. 'While acknowledging-the fine work of those other laboratories,
this repOrt'is frankly what it says, a report of work doe at Hopkins.
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Fierpoie of thee. Hopkins Program

v.

The goals of the-Hopkins program are to discOver .(a) how,Lpeople
. naturally communicate with each other whenthey are require4 a solve
problemsofvarious' (b) hbw interactive human communication IS
.affected by the. machine devices and systems through which people convene,
.and (c). what .significant system and'human variables affect interactive
communication. .° / ,

-

All the research Conducteadh the Hopkins program hat'been.dipne

by having people communicate with'one another in various ways. Since
they origillate from basic laboratory research, the findings are hope-
fully relevant to severalaFeas of application.' Foremost among these-

, areas.of-apglication isTthe-design and, use of telecommunication and
teleconferencing systems. The-findings are, however, only slightly,

- less relevant to idteractiveman7computer systems. And, finallyi,

data have:Some bearing on the conduct.of faceto-face meetings%and
Conferences. Th purpose.of the Hopkins Program, however; has'been to
produCe:basWd F about: human-inieraceive'cbmmuniCatiOnand"not"t6
concern:dtself;d. ctly, with? specific areas of application.

.-- ,
.

Reports ',StudLes Coimrad -
,_ .,

, .

.

. .,

ther,nine sepiparate experiments have been completed,
Analyzed, apd repoxted-from -this program.-.They have resulted in -.

thirteen.pubilCations, a complete list of which-appears'at the end

, INTOACTIVE TELECOMMUNICATION DEFINED
. ,

In communication reseaich it is idportant-to make a distinction. ,

between interactive and unidirectional communication. For years
ps3ichologists and4other'scientsts.have been concerned with the effec-.
tiverieSs of unidirectional modes of communication,,such as highway
signs, books, lectures, and televisibn broadcasts. In unidirectional
communication, the person to whom a message is addressed is a passive

- recipient Of inforMation. Nothing that he does or says affects the
communicator, the 6mmunication p ocess, or the content, of a message..

-7" '

In interactive communication, by contrast, tla4eparticipants are
/t)Oth senders ,and receivers of information. Communicators, the commu-

.

rnication process, and the contents of messages can be, and usually
./ are, affected by all the participants. Conferences, arguments, seminars,
'1 telephone conversations, and man-computer dialogs are examples of

interactive communication. This paper is entirely concerned wi
/ .in eractivecommunication.

kt
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Telecommunication means simply eOmmunicationItt a distance.
Although ourinteresf.is primarily in tplecommUnication,-.I :shall have
a great deal to say about.face.7-to -face tommalnication because it is the
standard againstswhich the effectiveness of mechanically---:.or. electronically

.mediated communicatiOn'are usually,Oompared.

THE RESEARCH SETTING AND LABORATORY

5 In-considering modes Of communication it is interesting to ask. -

firstNhat human skills are used naturally .iii person -to- person communi-L
cation.: The limit is surprisingly short. Everyone, even the inarticulate
and dumb,, can convey information by body movementsr-postures, gestures,.
and facial.expressionS. Virtually everyone can speak one of the natural
languages-perhaps not grammatically, but fluently. .A majority of people'
have atl-least some elementary level of competence i& writing. Finally,
a respectable number of people-know how to type and. even some people
without typin( experience seem to'be able.to approach the keyboard. and
peck out accOtabletheSgages. But these'few different kinds. of skillS
exhaust the list' -

Our eleperiments'have tested four different channelsopf communication
,

that are the mechanical or electronic counterparts!of the four forms
of natural human communication that I have just described. The four.,.
Channels are video ,the picture.ipart'of television_without the 'voice') ,..

voice, handwriting, and typewriting. Threw of the four basic channels
haVe been tested ;singly, and all of them have.been tested ievarious
combinations: Thejndividual 'channels or combliiationd of them are
,ref erred to collklively as mode§::'We'thave tested as many as ten,dif7
ferenemodes in'a single.-experiment (Ochsman 4 Chapanis.,' 1974)....3 .. ,

,

dtandarclof comparison we typically rely on normal'unreStric.ied,,face--
to7face'communicaion, which for several reasons; we have-called..a
communication-ridh- mode . ,- ,

z.c.1..

TheIaboratory-in1Which most of. our experimenis'havebee.
consisted. of two adjoining rooms connected1by a Soundproofed double
door (Figure 1). The wall.between-the rooms also had in4t.,/larke -,

double-glass. panel, which could be covered, with.:an.opague-scscreen so
that the -p

e:erdons
in each of the rooms could not - see er. When

17the panel was not caverecr,. the participants could' see,eachlother and:
could converse freely throtigh'a -microphone and loudspeaker; even though
theyWere separated physically. In some of our. eXperiMentis,:subjects
have actually been face-tofdde, or:.side by Side, 'in.ther.Oame room.:4

:-\,_
Figure 1 shoN4s teletype-writing and telautograph pa/chkes. These

machines are linked in such a way'that anything,typeuriLten or wriXien

r

f"
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in longhand on a machine, in one room-1S simultaneouslyreproducp0 on .

e other. Video cameras and monitors enable us to duplicate closed-i"
ci cuit television or to use either the video or audio channels

. -

seRarately.

For one of. the experiments.discussed in this report (Krueger, 1976),
we used four adja6ent laboratory rooms in the Phychology DepaitmOt
(Figure 2) for tests-Iiithe -ielevbice and teletype communication modes,
and a room (Figure 3) built especially for confrpnce research in the
Department of Social Relations at The Johns Hopkins Univeriity for con-.

ferences.of 2; 3, or 4 persons. .

About a year agO, we'expanded and redesigned our laboratories as
shown in Figure 4. _The new arrangement permits us-go test as many as
Jour persons in as many different rooms. Communication facilities among
the rooms allow all persons to communicate with all-others, or allow'

certain' communication links to be.used.

PROBLEMS_
-, ///- "

!' 4
In our research we, have tested two main kinds of problems: co-

operatiye and conflictive. Altogether we have compiled and tested nearly
20 different_problems of both kinds.

Cooperative Problems

'important criteria:
Our-cooperative problems have been

-
Carefully chOsev.to \.

meet several \,

The set-of problems samples alwide range of psychological
abilities. For example, some problems are entirely
clerical paper-and-pencil tasks., some involve mechanical
manipulation, others require careful attention to detail,
and others make use of still-other psychological skills.

(2) The-problems are representative of tasks that are, the
subject of interactive conferences or meetings, or that
might be addressed in such meetings.

They are of recognizable and practical importance in'every-
day lifer.---they are not abstract or artificial problems of
the type often constructed to measure hypothetical-psrl-
chological-processes.

4

They. have definite, recognizable solutions and the solutions
can be reached within approximately an hour.

a.%
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Figure 3 Tie conference room used in one of our experiments.-
(From Krueger, 1976)
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NORTH HALLWAY

Subject Room A
(31m x 3.Im)

Observation Room

0

(1.8m x 6.4m) \

SOUTH HALLWAY

O

One way mirror input-output writer_

TV Camera and moniter 5 Subject's chair

ICI Telepen Q Observer's chair

1 1 Speaker

Electronics rack_

Figure 4. The.new communication laboi,atdry at Johns .Hopkins..
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(5) 'They5requirefew'or- ess tiattly no specialiZed Skills or,:,','',..".
linc4-1.-eage...fok -their solut ora

.

. -. -.. '-' .
.:/

. - ...

) ,Xfiey!,ake_fbrmu.latea-in such,a-pay'ebat their solutions require.
7 the- efforts of tioo-±hdividuals working together as a team..
'Thii'done by deliberatefy structuring =the problems ,*()--
that each member of- a cea,.receilies complementary.inforpatiod,

'follos. die -.m_ of the:team the Seeker .1S given a, prob7
, ,"---Jem-for which he has to find a-solution. Hiwinformatlion

..folio consists-'of certain partsof the prOblem. The other
mekber of ihe-teaia, the source:hag a fol.14) with the remainder

=.1

1 df.the information needed to solve the problem: Therefore,
'while neither person can solve the.problem by.hiinself,' the .'
iwb.pfthem have all the information necessary to do so.

- The brief descriptions of seven of our cooperative problems below
-will-convey some idea of their content, diversity, and flaVor:

CZass.scheduZing problem: The seeker is given a list.pf four
.college :courses which. have to be arranged into a workable schedule
within specified time constraints, such -as commuting schedules,. The
source-has a 97-page booklet listing .the complete time schedule -for
courses at the' ,University of Maryland.' The,Courses and constraints
are such that there is:'only'a sifigle:correct solution.

.

Information retrieval problem. The'seeker's task in this problem
is to `prepare a bibliography: of newspaperiarticies..releVant to a `parti-
cular ,for example, the threat to individual privacy that would

. be.poSed by a United States Data Center -based On,a computerized,in
formation, syst&m:?'The sour4-is given theNew York Times.Index for 1967, from whiChthe citations are-obtained, to compile the

.bibliography.

Part' -identificciiim problem...In this,,prOblem,the seeker.is giVen
a small pilotl.ight.:,socket (Figure 5),.m.dis told to imagine that it is
defective.- His iask:is::to Obtain:an4dentical replacement socket from
the- source. The.abnrCelSil#ormation folio ocinsistSHOf,an inventory of
65 pilot light;gockets:(Figure-_;6)2.,..41thoughall 65 are similar.in

'-many ways, pach,:differsfram.alitheothers In 'One or'more:iespects;-e.g.,
in the kW of base (bayonet vs47SCre4).,- size :(5/8 In. vs. 1/2 in. vs.
3/4 in.), and material (metal vs. bakelite). One and only one socket
in the source's inventory matches the seeker's. The seekei is initially
unawaieof the extent or diversity of the source's inventory and so the
two pafticipants must exchange-information:In order to discover the -

ti-

t3
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relevant feattiresThe problem is complete when the seeker has the .

replacement socket:/in his possession. ---

_ .

Fault- finding probZeM. The seeker in this problem has to test .

'a mock 7up -of,an automobile, ignition system using a commercially available

-.
autO-analyzer.- The mock -up.of the ignition systemis-constructed of

genuineautomobile partS-..- The source has a booklet with a description

of'.the auto.-"analyier-arid detailed'instructions for using the 'analyzer

in .making a varietyo* tests. .The-prOblem is completed when the ,seeker,

.
with the' aid Of information supplied by 'source, has'performed all

the.necessary tests' and' haS.Identified the defects that are.built

into the mock --up.

_Catalog ordering problem.- The seeker's task in this problem

is to select furniture with which to furnish aniafice. He is given

a sum gtmoney- and is told to spend as much of -it as possible in pur-

chasing the'five specified items: a desk,. chair, file cabinet, waste

basket, and bookcase. The source is given a mail order catalog wh/Ch,

contains various selections of these items. To insure a' unique solution,

certain items in.tioieatalog are parked "out of stock" of "discontinued."

Equipment-aosembly problem., In this problem6 the seeker'.s.job.

is to assemble a common household article, a trash can barrier. His

,information folio consists:of all the disassembled parts of that article,`,"

just as it is received from the catalog order house from which itA4as

purchased.. To:provide easy access and identificationf the parts are

,hung.in a.siandard arrangement on a pegboard panel. Although. the

asserpibleddeVice is large (approximately 61 X 91 X 122.am in overall

.,,dimensions), it is constructed of light-weight aluminum tubular pieces --

that can be easify-handled by-a single persOn. A screwdriver; pair of

j'iDisrs, and a mallet are pfovided. The source's information folio

yconsists of a' set of drawings and assembly instructions exactly as pro-

vitk;3;_by the company from which,the.item had been. purchased.

Geographic orientation problem. In this problem, the-seeker's

task igto find the office or residence address. of a physician closest

to a hypothetical home address in Washington, D.C. The home address

had-beell.carefully chosen so. as to provide an unambiguous, unique

to the forsiklem: The seeker is supplied with_.an index of streets,

a griddechstreet map of Washington, and a card on
Which the home address.

is typed. Ihe:7.RoiMe address is also marked on the map. The. source is

supgfied with One. page.pf physicians' listingg from "the classified
advertising.(yellow) pages of the Washington, D.C. telephone directory..

.

f'
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CorlfZiative Prob.Zems

13

tOur.conflictive'pr8blemS are structured to provide a setting for
argumentative discourse among communicators. The topical matter for
discussion is chosen to-be relevant to the subject populatiOn, yet is
Sufficiently general in nature that none.of the participants. is likely
to have an inherent advantage by virtue.of specialized-experience.
The problemt are alSodesigned to be: used, and. they hive. been used, ;

with groups of- ..more than two persons: Since there are no unique solutions
to the problemS,.the,subjectsTareleft.to debate .the merits
native solutions'in:meeting-ceriain criteria, and are reqnited to arrive
at a consensus.or.agreemeit: An example Of each of two different. kinds-.
of conflictive problem follows:

akationaZ issues problem, The participants ar asked to rank
order the ten most important issues. facing the Unite States today... An
additional requirement as that:the participants must ank order the
issues, not as they think about them privately, but as they think.the
'average undergraduate student had ranked them'ina prior survey. The
purposes of the latter reqiiirement are to provide (a) an additional
basis for-argmeatation, and (b) a basis -foe estimating the "goodness"-

.--of the solutians.

-Budget- negotiation problem..,We.have several variations of a-
budget-negotiation problem. The following descl.ibes one that seems to
generate a considerable amount of interest among our undergraduate
students. The subjects ard--tOld'that the' University's Director of
Athletics must "reduce expenses in a number of different areas of expen- (

diture, ford example,,uhiforms and equipment, athletic scholarships; and),
travel. The subjects are cast-in the role of captains- of various teams;
for example, football and lacrosse, and they have to agree on the areas
inwhich budget huts will be made. The payoffs for the different sub--
jects are_different so that a cut in expenditure for transportation'for .
the football team is not' equivalent to that for.the,lacrosse team. Each
subject knows his own: payoff structure blmJnot that of the other parti-
cipants. Each subject's goal is to mini the losses to his side,,
that is, his team, and each subject's payment for participation in the
experiment ,is reducedip proportion to the losses he sustains
from the Mutually-agreed upon solution to the problem.

..
, ' -. .

,OTHER EXPERIMENTAL. CONDITIONS
.

O

0 \v

Without elaborating in detail, our experiMents have been done on
three different populations:



O °

High school boys, high school girls, and'college students at Johnp
Hopkins: In some cases, subjects have -been selected .for particular)
intellectual abilities. ="

Most of our experiments have been done with two participants.
One, however, has'been done with as manyas four subjects: All our
experiments have tested at least two different problems. In four
experiments, subjects_have been tested on as. many as 'four successive
days: 4

,.

'RESULTS

Our results have been so numeroth that it is impodsible to sum
marize them all here. Rather Ishall diScuss,Some of the more salient. -
findings, particuIarlyzas they seem to.-bear on the Problem pf tele
communication.

COmmunicdtign by Voice is Fast

One.of the-strongest generalizations emerging from -our research
.

is that:
=

1. ProbleM are saved-signifiCantZy. faster in communication
modea-t have a voice charpeVthan'in those that do no

This finding' is a consistent one that has come- up in every one of'the
six eriments in which this comparison_ was tested (Chapanis et
19 ; Chapanis & Overbey, 1974; Krueger,1976; Ochsman & Chapanis, 1974;
Weeks & Chapanis, 1976; and Weeks 19.74), *Data from the first
experiment in which this. finding appeared are shown in Figure 7 (See,
also Figures 9 and 10). Dien more interesting are the data in Figure 8
whi9h.compared 10 different communication modes, .There is only one
statistically significant effect for the data.in Figure 8. The five
mode_ s on the left are significantly faster than the five2A/the right.-=
The one thing that diszinguishes_the two groups is that the five modes
on ..the left all have a voice channel. Those on the right do not

.
.

The finding that people can.taik faster than they can write or
typewrite, and so can solve problems faster.when they can talk, is

_.note in itself particularly startling. However, these findings become ti

more interesting when they are elaborated in the light of others below.

Face -to -Face Versus Voice Communication'

A seCond strong generalization is thati

t`'
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2.- Both cooperative and conflictive' problems are solved
about equallj fast in I'voice-only modes of con mozication:
as in fade-to-face communicatidn.

This fiadingcame as a surprise to us initially but we have found it
in no less than four iiifferent xperiments,(ChaPanis et al., 1972;
Krieger, 1976; Ochsman & ChaPanis,1974; and -Weeks & Chapanis, 1976):.
The data in-Figures 7 and 8 show that'the voice-only modes of commu-
nication are a little slower than face-,to-face communication in_those

. two, experiments. In neither.case, however,.is the difference sta-
"vistically significant,. 'In one very large experiment, the data came
out the reverse,that:is; voice only was faster than face-to-face
communication (Figure 9).. Once again, however;this particular dif- .

ference is not statistically significant. Contrary to what one might
expeCt,. being able to. see the person(s)' with'whom one is'couimunicating
does not appear-to be. of any substantial .advantage in solving -the kinds
of problems we have tested.- .

Skilled Versus-Unskilled Typists

Of particular interest to computer conferenci4 and to man computer
interactions is that:

. 3. Typing skiZZ does not appear to be a significant factor in
the kind of communication with which we are concerned.

This finding appeared in our -first experiment (Figure 7) in which we ,

tested a group of high-school boys who had completed a one - year .course
in typing and another group without any formal typing education. As
is apparent frOm Figure 7 the- difference between 'the performafice,of
the two groups was trivial. This finding:was so unexpected that we
tested it in another more elaborate experiment with a completely dif-
ferent set of subjects (Weeks et al., 1974). The essential findings
of that experiment-are shown in Figure 10.:. 'The skilled typIsts-solved
yroblems-about nine minutes- faster than'did the unskilled typiits in'
the-typewriting mode. However, the skilled typists were vety.nearly
that much faster than their unskilled counterparts in the communication -
rich (face-to-face) mode as well .So, although the skilled typists seem
to have been able to solve these Problems.somewhat faster, there is no
evidence whatsoever in these data that typing skill per se gave the
skilled typists any differevelal advantage. ,

The apparently counterintuitive finding:-tha&Ayping skill does
.

not significantly aid interactive-communication' via-typewriters can be
-explained by three additional considerations: '(aJ ActiVity sampling
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FACE-TO-FACE -1TELEVOICE TELETYPE

COMMUNICATION .MODE

Figure 9. Mean times to arriVe at consensus agreercnts.iin three
communication modes. Each bar is an average for three grOups, each
of.Ozich worked at a 'different task on each of three successive dogs.
-Each set of three groups was made up of a 2-person, a 3- person, and
a.4-person'group. (From Krueger, 1976)
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a different problem on each of two different days. The segments of \
the bars show the average amounts of-time subjects tpent in each of
nine activities. (From Weeks, Kelly & ahapanis, 1974)
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data on how subjects actually. spent theirtime(Figures 10 and 11)

show that only abOut one-third of the total problem-solving time
is spent in sending, that is, in typing. This means that any po-
tential advantagea subject might have due to typing skill would be
operating only one-third of the time. (b) Typing skill is \waally
measured by the speed and accuracy with which;typists coiy,preliared

text. These communication situations, by contrast, regjAre-a great
deal-of planning and decision-making as subjects dedidkwh4t to say
and theft compose their messages at the .typewriter. Typing skill dries

not lave very much to da with that kind, of PJan.iling,andd6cision-Making.
(c) Normal human co unicatian is naturally full of all kinds of errors
and human communica rs are.quite adept at reading througli-those errors.
Accurately typed material is not very important for normal_ interactive
communication.

VerbaZ OU

Another strong finding from a number of our experiments is that:

4. Modes of comMunication that have a voice channel are-much
wordier than those that do not.have a voice channel.

This generalization holds no matter how one measures rdiness, or verbal-

output. Figure 12 shows the number of words communi ated in the four
modes tested lin our first-experiment. These data match those in the
same experiment for which Figure.7.gives times to solution. Considering

that problems are solved about twice as fast in:,the voice modes as in .

the hard7copy (handwriting and typewriting) modes, the data in Figure 12
become all the more impressive (See also Figure 14). Figure 13 shows
communicationiates from the same experiment. These were computed by
dividing the dumber of words used by each subject by the actual amount
of time he spent communicating.

Face-to-Face Communication Versus Communication by, Voice Only

A small, but consistent:finding that has turned up repeatedly
in our work is that:

- -
5. Face-toce.communscat7,on.i,e wordier than communication

by voice only. _ .

Data far this generalization, appear in Figures 12 and 13. --The differences
between the csmiLnication-rh. (face-to-face) and voice only dati in
these two figures are not statistically significant and one might be
inclined,, therefore, to attribute them to chance AriariatiOns. However,

1;5 '
4
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the finding has turned-up in- all four expertments,in which there has
been a comparison of the verbal output in face-to-tace and voice only
modes. Figure 14,'for example, shows another and much greater difference
than we found in our earlier work. Being able to gesZure and use body .

movements to convey information actually seems to increase the number
of words communicators use. -

Verbal. Output Independent of Mode of Communication 4, -

N.
An interesting finding that has turned up in our experiments bears

on the stability of the verbal output in the several. modes.- It is:

The number ofm rds used by a communicator is a function
of the communi ation channel and that number-is not in-
fluenced by the channel- ,available to_ his pcirtner.

Data supporting this statement are shown in Figure -15. The left-most -

pair of-bars gives data for a situation in which-both'the seeker and
source had a voice channel. The second pair-of bars is far a condition
in which the seeker hagLaivoice channel, but the source could communi-
cate,only by typewriter. -The third pair of bars is for the reverse
situation: the seeker could_ communicate only by typeWriter,,while the .

source,had a voice Channel.- The right-most pair of bars is for the con--
-difion in'which both persons could communicate'only by typeriter.

When both communicators had a voice channel (left-most pair ,\

of bars),-the source used more words than did the ,.seeker- (See the
filled bar). When the source had a voice channel and seeker 'a
typewriter channel (third pair-of bar-s),_the average number of words
used by the source was almost identical to -the number used by.sources
in the voice -voice condition. Similarly, the numbers of-words used by
seekers-was almost identical when.they,Communicated by voice, irrespec-
tive of whether the source had a Voice channel or a typewriter channel
(compare the open .'bars in the-first and second pairs). -Similar findings

.appg to the data for the typewriter channels. To sum up, the number
orliords used by a communicator is 'a function of the chaUnei available
tO,h4m and is not influenced by the channel available to'his partner.

r.

Interrupt Capability e.

In one experiment we tested the effects "of givi6 communicators
the freedom to interrupt their. partners. The findings of that" study
support the conclusion that: L



-r.

FACE-TO- FACE TELEVOICE TELETYPE

Figure 74. Average number of words used in arriving at consensus
agreements in three communication. modes. These date and those in
Figure 9 are from the some experiment. grom Krueger,, 1976)
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7. Giving communicators the freedom to interrupt has no
effect on problem soattion time or on the number of,
words used. Words -are., however, '.'packaged" differently.
When communicators have the freredom to interrupt, they
use more messages and messages rare shorter. When com-
municators do not have the freedom to interrupt, they
use fewer messagess and messages are Zonger.

Data supporting these concluSions are given in Figures 16 and 17. In
the free interchange condition;' acommunicator could interrupt his
partner at any time andtake control of a voice channel,-or a type-
writer channel. In the restricted Interchange condition, a communi-
cator had to wait until his partner had finished talking, or typing,
and had released the channel to him. 'The data in the two figures are
almost mirrorimages of one another. When the two sets of data are
'multiplied togetherthey yield essentially equal numbers of words.

-Control over Communication Channels

In one expeiiment we gave subjeCts-two buttond4 When a subject
,pressed one tutton, he relinquished control of the communication system
to his partner. When a subject pushed the other button, he took con-
trol'away from his partner, even if the partnerwas in the-process of
Communicating. The findings of this experiment suggest that:

8. Commnicatorsare,much more likely to take contrdS of a
communication system (that is, to,interrupt) if the_

channel Sublect.q,tviwitariZy re
control of a system aboUt ;a4ofen.as they

take control if the system has -only hard-copy channels
of communication:

Data supporting this finding appear in'Figure 18. Nate that-in every
one of the five pairs of bar.s on the left, subjects ,took control .of-the-
cammunicat4on system much' more often than they relinquished control.
All 'five of those'communication systems have a- voice channel. By'conr.
trast, the five pairs of bars on .the right are about eqUally.high,..
Those five-pairs of bars are .for communication modes that do not have
a voice channel.

Time Spent in Various Activities

In seven of our experiments (Chapanis, et al., 1972; Chapanis &
Overbey, 1974; Kelly, 1976; Ochsman & Chapanii, 1974;"Parrish, 1974;
Weeks & Chapanis, 1976;_Weeks et al.,. 1974) we used activity sampling
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Interchange Conditions

Figure 17. Mean message lengths for:the same data as are shownin. Iligure 16. (From Chapanis & Overbey; 7974)
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-

procedures to record what, subjects were actually doing in the problem
solving sessions. The findings of those experiments lead us to con-.
clude that:

9. In-tasks requiring the exchange of factual information
to solve problems, only about half a communicator's time
is spent in actual communication, that is, ,in sending
or receiving information. The rest 'of the, time is spent
in doing other things, for example, making notes, handling-
parts, or searching for information. When the task-:
involves the eXchangeofopinions and mvumentation, as
much as 75 percent of a

s
erson's time may be spent com-

municating. However; at least 25,percent of a communicator's
. .

time is still spent-in of r activities; for example, making
notes and searching; for in ormation.

In our. firstexpertment, 1,7e recorded behavior in each of 15. different
categories. The data are 'shown inFigures9 and 20. Perhaps the.most.
impressive .thing.about both figures is that in fdnr:ofthe 'five bars .

the behavior consuming the. largest single amount (or percentage)of tithe
was something other than sending (that is, communicating). Only in the
case. 6'Cthe _inexperienced typists .did sending take-upthe_greatest..
amount:., or percentage",' of time.- In:this:eXperiment,.one-problem
Solving task required. ssublect to assemblettash can -toter;.. the other

ato find a partiCuiar ddreSS on a street .map- of Washington,, 15.C,. from
teleOhone'direCtory infOrmation. These are tasks requiring the Use
%'df pieces of. equipment, or pieces of paper.

Our conflictive_, problems; for example, the - national isaue-rankitig -

problem, are_quite.differentjn that there is no'SuppleMentary material
required' to arrive at agreement ' Pieces of paper are typically'_used,.
however, to.jot down notes.. "nly the:communicators are reqUired to
voice their_opinions:-and.to argue the merits of their respeCtive:poSitions.
Under these circumstances, the proportion of:time spent communicating
increases and it hasgone as .high as 75 percent. Even. so, 25 percent
,.or more of typical communicator's time is spent in other activities,
for example, king notes, searching for information, or waiting.
to support the e findings are not given here, but may be found in Weeks

. and Chapatis (1976)...-
.

Level of Sophistication of the4municatorsH
.

One of our experiments systematically varied the level Of sophis-.
tication of tAe_communicators-(Parrish, 1974). The findings show that

10. The greater the level of sophistication of the cdimunicators,
the more quickly theu are able to solve problems.
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Data supporting this generalization appear.i Figure 21. The teams
here were made up bf various combinations All gh school and college
students who served as Seekers (SK) and'sources SO). College teams
arrived at sOlutidns fastest; high school teams slowest. When teams
were mixed, it*was better.to have a college-student as the source
rather than as the seeker.

'These findings can be explained by the greater facility college
students haVe in using language. In our 'problems, the' source was given
the bulk of the librarylike, or stored information. It was he who

'gave directions' ox instructions to the seeker about how to complete
the problem at hand. This'accounts for the faster performance of .11e.
mixed teams din which A college student served as source.

Eveimore interesting,, perhaps, is'the'finding that:

11. In these communication
tasks, college students and high

school students do about the same f things, and
in the same proportions. However, cone e students do
everything faster.

Data in support of this conclusion are given in Figure 22. The four
bars in Figure 42 are so nearly alike that they seem to be traced from
the same pattern!

Impersonality of the Communicaiiqn Modes

It has been claimed that teletypior computer tonferencingis
more egalitarian-and impersonal than-pace-to -face communication. We
have.sone evidence for that.c,laim from one of our experiments.:The..

findings of that experiment sugesi.that:

12: '-Communicators in teletype modes of communication are much.,
more'Zikely to share equally in,theexchange.of information
than are communicators in face-. ace or voice only modes
',of communication:.

Data for, that generalization
are given. in-Figurd 23. The mean relative

variability,OEVY is based:on a statistical
measure called the co-

efficient of-variatiori, 1,1111T .;CV = .100 a

I:
In essenCe,'this measureT .

is an expression of tbe-amoUnt of variability (a) among the various
communicators in the numbers of

messageS..theylexchanged, when that
:variability has been compensated for the average number of messages,

Larger numbers indiCate greater disparity -fn the'numbers of
messages.producedby the several communicators. Smaller nurObits in-
dicate that the several communicators shared more neatly ecivally:in
the production of messages.

4
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Figure Mean retatsve variabilities among the, numbers of messages
produced by communicators in three mode'. Each bar is the average .

of 54 data points. Data are averaged' for, three sizes o:f -conference
group,. each of which arrived at solutions to three: different probleMs
on each of three successive days. (From Krueger, 1.976)



The figure shows that communicators in the teletype. mode produced
much more negrly.equal numbers of mesiages than did communicators in
either of the voice modes. Conversely, in the voice modes', some com-
municators tended to produce a disproportionately large number of messages,
while-others tended to be less communicative than would be expected. '

These data, incidentally, are averages for 2-person, .3-person, and
4-person conferences. Since there was 'no significant interaction between
size of. group and communication mode,'the data in Figure 23 hold for
all three sizes of-grdup.

Linguistic Categories in the Siveral Modes of Communication

The striking differences in verbal output among s,the several mode
ofc.communication (Refersto Figures 12,.13, 14, and 15, for example) have
led us to examine more closely the kind of language-and words that are
used in the .various modes of communication. Here/ shall only give two
;generalizations that seen to emerge from our studies.:

, -
e n'Otlbeen'able to ;find any outstanding differenceS

the'variciUs:.kindt .-of-words people :.use ire. the

modes-of commUnication:-

Figure 24 shows the aVerage numbers of swords -in --(161 Of .six liuguistia
categories based onaC4bdification of the Fries (1952) classification
-aystem. These data andthose in Figure 12 are from the sameexperiment.

. About the only' thing one can conclude .from Figure 24 is that the dif7
ferences amoni the several modes reve'aled by total word counts appear
to bold for words in every linguistic category.' Indeed, when the data
of Figure 24 are converted to percentagds(Figure 25), the.prevailing
impression one gets is,that there are no striking differences among the
various kinds of words in. the several Mddes'of communication. That
impression is confirmed by apprOpriate statistical-tests of the data..

The foregoing notwithstanding, additional studies lead us to
conclude that: ,

14. OraZ communication is, highly redunilantland most commu-
hications can be carried on effectively with a small.,
;carefully selected set of words.

Becauseof the nature of natural.language communications, redundancy
cannot be measured in theordinary mechanical ways that have been
deVeloped from Shannon's theory-of informatidn. However, using some
plausible assumptions, we have been able to estimate that oral modes
of communication use about 12 to 14 times as many words as are ne-
cessary and about 4 times as many° different words as are-necessary.
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Figure 24. Average minbers:of words in each of six 'linguistic
Categories by subjects in each of four modes of comnrunication.
(From Stoll. et al., 1976) .76
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One heartening thing for purposes of man-computer communication. is
that people can 'carry out our communication tasks by using no more
than 300 words (Kelly, 1970. and can do the tasks just about as fast
and about as effectively as,. they can faith no vocabulary restrittions.
Let me assert at,once, however, that this is a specially selected _

subset of 300 words. Not any set of 300 will "do.

The Effect of Conference Size

One of oUr experiments (Krueger, 1976) systematically studied
two, three, and four persons in three different communication modes:
face-to-face, televoice, and teletype. One of the interesting findings
of that study is that

15. Verbal productivity, as measured by the number of messages
and bf words, increased regularly and in almost identically
the same manner as the ?umber of conferees increased. More-
over, the increase in verbal productivity was directly
related to the number of conferees.

I \-Some of the'data supporting that conclusion: appearsn Figures 26 and 27.
Figure' 26 sholOs the almost liRear increase in number of words pro-
duced by the -group as :the number of conferees increased from.2 to 4.
These data, incidentilly, are averaged for .ali three- modes of communi-
cation. - However, when the-data are eipressed in words produced per
person (Figure 27), the differences among the various sizes of group :dis

, appear. Each addition of another conferee to the group, resulted in a
relatively constant increasein the number of messages (between 70 and .90)
and words (between 825 ind 925).

- These findings do not mean literally.that each person added to
a 'conferente group,produced the average numbers of words, or of messages,
given above. The increase _ingroup-verbal productivity as conference
groups increase _in. size-they not be directly attributable to the addition
of other speakers as to the addition 'of other listeners. The group
verbal output is...not shared equally by all persons in a group because'
the relaeive disparity among conferees .increases as ihe size of - the
conference group increases. This- suggests "that as conference groups

4

increase in size, some people become more Silent, and others come -more'

es.oVer Time

Three' experiments (thapanis & Overbey, 1974; Kell, 1976; and
Krueger, 1976) have tested conference groups- for as many as four suc=
cessive days. Although some statistically -significant effects have
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Figure. 27. The data -in- Figure 26 have here.. been. expressed as the
'average nzenbS of words produced per person in conference groups:

of .two,, three. and four ..persons: (From Krueger., 1976)



turned up in these:experiMentsthe_most impressive thing abddt the
'findings of these experiments is how:few demonstrable changes'in'per-
formance have occurred from day to day. It is not entirely clear
:why this is the case. One of the,fewalMost universal generalizations,:
to Comeaut of.psychologicalltesearch is:thaPrperforMancechanges over
7time.rPeople learn and become more proficient, in almost anything they

taby then are day-today changes"sp few in theSe experiments?
T

One reason may be that four days are too few to show changes
that are there to be found. As a practical matter, however, it is
difficult to design experiments of the kind that we have been doing, for
periodelonger than four days. Once one of our problems has been solved
by a conference group,' it cannot be used again. We can test on suc-
cessive days only by assigning a new task' each. day., . To counterbalance-
fqt differences among-problems, the experimental designs-we have used
hiVe generally been complex Greto-Latin designs-- Although it is
technically possible to design large experiments using Greco-Latin
squares their administration becames more and more complex as their
size increases.

kother possible. explanation for the small.number of demonstrable
effects we have found from day td-day maybe that we, are testing highly
oveilearned kinds of performance, Communication in face-to-face meetings,
or by talking, and perhaps even by.typing, may be sualunfversal skillS
that there may be virtually nothing new to learn. If this is the case,
the finding would have great,significance for the introduction of many
telecommunication - systems

Still anothei possible explanation for the lack of demonstrable
effects in day to day .perfcIrmance may be precisely because the problems
we have given our subjects have varied from day to day Xfor the reason
given above), and that has meant, in essence, that each new problem on
each successive day has meant a new learning situation. However, the

aexperiment by Krueger-deberately'used three problems that were.as
nearly alike as possible,so that any disturbing effects attributable
to the novelty of-the problem should thereby be minimized. Even In this
case, very few significant effects turned, up on successive days of
testing.

Clearly,:more work needs to be done to clarify whywe get so
few.changes over time, and whether:out findings are.as valid as they .

appear.to.he.

Some ConthZi4irigfPoints'

.! In concldsiOn two..additional:pOinta are worth mentiOning,-abOut the-
severaLexperimentsdisCussed in this report.,



Statistical and practical significance of the findings. Although
statistical matters have not been explicitly discussed, in this report,
it goes without saying that all of the effects' summarized here are
significant by appropriate statistical tests. More than that, however,
mdst,of the effects are sufficiently laige 'toe of practfcal importance
as 441..

be
mean that that many of the differences.we have found

are sufficiently large in absolute magnitude .to make them important for
practical purposes.

Interrelationships among variables. Most of the effects discussed
in this. paper have .been for so-called main effects, that is, single
independent variables with data averaged- over a. ntmtber of other. v.ariables.
However,.. all of the experimental designs used in my research program
complex: 'randomized groups designs involving two or more crossed variables,
hierarchical designs, Latin-square designs, and- replicated Greco-Latin
square designs. The experimental designs we have-used all yield data
on interactions, or interrelationships among variables. With only three
exceptions (Figures 10, 15 and 18), I have chosen to ignore interactions
in this report, not because none, have turned up, but rather because so
few important interactions have- turned up involving communication modes.
By and large, the effects attributable to communication modes are extremely
roBust, that is, the differences we have found among the various- co=auni-
cation modes appear to hold up for most problems we hatie.tested, for
people of diverse abilities, and for successive days, of test. That may

. very tfell be one of, the most significant findings of this program.
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